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ABSTRACT

We use the vector recursion method of Haydock to obtain the transmittance of a class of
generalized Aubry models in one-dimension. We also study the phase change of the wavefunctions
as they travel through the chain and also the behaviour of the conductance with changes in size.
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1 .Introduction.

Recently there has been considerable effort in understanding the nature of electronic
states in quasi-periodic systems. Practical applications of such studies involve, among other
things, incommensurate superlattices and one dimensional quasicrystals (Kohomoto et.al.
1983). While it is well-known that in an one dimensional system with random potentials all
states are localised (Ishii 1973), whereas all states are extended Bloch states in the absence
of disorder, it has recently been shown that certain quasiperiodic systems in one dimension
are capable of showing transition from localised to extended states (Avron & Simon 1982,
Sokoloff 1984, Griniasty & Fishman 1988, Das Sharma et.al. 1989, Thakur et.al. 1990). In
addition there is interesting beahviour in the intermediate critical states.

In our present communication we shall focus on the simple nearest neighbour, tight-
binding Anderson model with a Hamiltonian of the form

U) (l)

where {<f>n} is the set of annihilation operators for the tight-binding basis orbitals. A simple
quasicrystalline model is the so called Aubry model where sn = Acos(2irQn + 6) , with
period Q~l incommensurate with the lattice periodicity (=l) if Q is an irrational number.
In the latter case, the spectrum is absolutely continuous for 0 < A < 2 and pointlike if
A > 2. In fact, an interesting duality property (Aubry duality) exists between the cases
A < 2 and A > 2. The case A = 2 is self dual. For this last case, all states are critical and
the spectrum is singularly continuous. This self-dual case leads to global scaling properties
of the spectrum with a range of scaling indices and associated multifractal character. If Q
is a rational approximant of an irrational number,e.<7. Q = Ft-i\Fi, where fj is the 1-th
Fibonacci number, then the spectrum has Ft sub bands and F<_i gaps (Das Sharma et.al.
1990).

The simple Aubry model in one dimension does not have a mobility edge. However, an
extension due to Griniasty & Fishman (1988) seems to have an extended-localised transition
under certain circumstances. For this model en = Xcos(2nn''Q + 6) and 7 # 1. For 7 > 2,
it has been stated that the problem is equivalent to the random problem and all states are
exponentially localised. It may be noted that 7 ^ 1 gives rise to an inkomogeneous period.
This can easily be noticed if we write the potentials as Acos(2)rnQn7~1) . The effective
period Q' — Q n7"1 is n dependent and hence inhomogeneous. It is known that inhomoge-
niety in the amplitude variation of the potentials gives rise to a localisation-delocalisation
transition (Souillard 1987). It will be interesting to study whether such an effect arises out
of inhomogeniety in the period of the potential.

Griniasty and Fishman (1988) studied the band centre states for 0 < 7 < 2 with Q
irrational within a perturbation theory and concluded that all states were extended. In
contrast Das Sharma et.al. (1989) carried out exact numerical calculations on finite systems
and found that for 0 < 7 < 1, A < 2, there were mobility edges at Ec = ±(2 - A), with
extended states at the centre of the band and localised states at the band edges. Further for
1 < A < 2, they find along with Thouless (1988) that all states away from the exact band
centre are localised and the Lyapunov exponent (inverse localisation length) approaches zero
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extremely slowly at the band centre.

Our aim is to study wave propagation in such models by numerically calculating the
transmittance as a function of the energy of the incident wave and the way the phase of the
wavefunction propagating through such a system changes. This will be for all values of 7
including negative values not reported so far, and for which the arguments of Das Sharma
et.al. have to be slightly modified. We shall use the vector recursion technique of Godin
& Haydock (1988), which will be complementary to that of Das Sharma et.al.. The vector
recursion method, as we shall indicate, is easily extended to more than one-dimensions : a
work which we shall report in a subsequent communication. Our results are in agreement
with those of Das Sharma et.al., justifying their criticism of the earlier work by Griniasty &
Fishman.

2.Formalism.

We shall describe a narrow wire by an Anderson tight-binding Hamiltonian of the type
described in (1). The chain will be of length 2N :

OO

Htample = £ [*n4>Un + V{tl+l*n + 4>Un-l)) • (2)
1- 1

The Vs are nonrandom and the energy is scaled to V = 1. the diagonal terms sn =
cos(2jrn1'Q) where Q is the Fibonacci number defined by the sequence {qn}

with
go = ?i = 1

Q = lim qn\qn+i- (3)

To the two ends of this chain at n = 1 and n = 2N we attach elementary, perfectly conducting
semiinfinite leads. The purpose of the leads is to bear the incoming, reflected and transmitted
waves.

n = l

00

#»*= £ («"4*»+f"(rf+i*» + 4*»+i))- (4)
n-2N

For simplicity we shall take e' = e" = e and V = V" = V = 1. The solution of The
Schrodinger equation in the two leads are known. These are travelling Bloch waves of the
form

(5)



with tf>n = A exp (±in8). As the wave travels through the lead, its phase 9 changes from
one site to the next. In the elementary, perfectly conducting leads this change is determinate,
cos 8 = (E/2V) where E is the energy of the incoming wave. The vector recursion technique
(Godin Si Haydock 1988) now changes to a vector basis with annihilation operators :

l-n J

We choose the basis such that the sample Hamiltonian is block-tridiagonal.

*n+iBl+l = $n[EI-An) - 4B_iflB. (7a)

As shown by Godin & Haydock ,if we choose B\ to be zero, we may obtain the diagonal
blocks An from

An = $t H$n. (76)
and the off-diagonal blocks Bn from (7a) by using the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalisation
procedure to unravel Bn+i and $ n +i . For a one dimensional chain with nearest neighbour
overlaps, the Hamiltonian is tridiagonal anyway. However, for chains with longer ranged
overlaps or for samples in higher dimensions the block tridiagonalisations have to be carried
out first. Note that if we choose our starting state

then even in the changed basis, the points where the leads attach remains unchanged. The
leads are block tridiagonal by choice, and no recursion need be performed on them. For our
case, we have

AT
IT \ "I i

J"sample — / -.V

(8a)
n=l

with

A — ̂  E"

for 1 < n < N

An = 0 for n< 1, and Bn = I for all n.
(86)

The Schrodinger equation satisfies an equation identical to (7) with the wavefunction vector
amplitudes

We have to now supply the boundary conditions at the joints. An incoming wave Sexp*™* <f>n
travels to the right along the incoming lead. As it reaches the sample it is scattered. A



reflected wave Hr(E) exp~inB <j>n travels back along the same lead, while a transmitted wave

Ht(E) exp"*e <j>n travels in the other lead. r(E) and t(E) are the reflection and transmission
coefficients. The boundary conditions at the lead joints are

Note that we have chosen to measure our phases from that on the basis labelled 0, also the
way we have chosen to number our basis sets, both the reflected and transmitted waves travel
in the direction of decreasing n. The general solution of (7) with these boundary conditions
can be expressed as a linear combination of two idependent solutions {Xn} satisfying XQ =
I and Xi = 0 and {Yn} satisfying Yo = 0 and Yi = I :

Tn = V0Xn + *lYn. (10)

Direct substitution shows that this is indeed a solution of (7) with the boundary conditions
(9). We may in an exactly similar fashion discuss the problem in which an incoming wave is
incident from the other lead. r'(E) and t'(E) are the reflection and transmission coefficients of
this new problem. Since the length of the scattering part is finite, we have another boundary
condition. The vector chain terminates after N steps, so that

= 0. (11)

Prom (7),(9),(l0) and (ll) we immediately obtain an expression for the scattering S-matrix;

= — [Xff+i + Vjv+i exp * ) • (Xft+x + KAT+I
 exp l ). (12)

In the absence of magnetic fields, time reversal symmetry gives t = t'. The S-matrix is
symmetric.

The Landauer argument then gives the conductance of the sample to be

(13)

where the transmittivity T(E) is | t(E) |2 and the reflectivity R(E) is | r{E) |2 . n is the
chemical potential.

Results and Discussion.

Fig 1. shows the transmission versus energy of the incoming wave for a Harper's model
(A = 1, 7 = 0.5). The transmittance fluctuations characteristic of incommensurate systems



are clearly visible. This also leads to a stong fluctuation in conductance with changes in the
chemical potential (see Thakur et.al. 1990). All calculations are done on chains of length
10000.

Fig 2(a). and 2(b). shows the density of states and transmittance as functions of energy
for the Aubry model (A = 1, 7 = 1). The density of states strongly resembles that of a
Fibonacci model where the amplitude of the diagonal terms are in a Fibonacci sequence. In
our case, it is the phase of the diagonal terms which have a period in a Fibonacci sequence.
However, the qualitative features of the density of states do not seem to be very different
in the two cases. All states appear to be extended. The criticality of the state at the band
centre cannot in this calculation be identified without further more careful study.

Fig 3. shows the density of states and transmittance as a function of energy for the
Harper's model with (A = 1, 7 = 0.5). The mobility edges are at Ec - ± (2-A). The
non-analyticity of the density of states in the localised regime is evident from the rapid
fluctuations in that region in contrast to the relatively smooth behaviour in the extended
regime. Das Sharma's more elaborate density of states calculations on much larger systems,
are qualitatively similar, although they show up the unsmooth behaviour in the localised
regime more transparently, with an integrable divergence at Ec.

Fig 4. shows the density of states and transmittance for (A = 1, 7 = 0.7). The mobility
edges remain as in the previous figure at ± 2—A. The contrast between the almost smooth
density of states in the extended regime to an uneven one in the localised regime is more
apparent in this figure.

Fig 5. shows the density of states and transmittance for the case when (A = 1, 7 =—2).
The density of states has a centre shifted to E = A and the mobility edges are at — 2 + A
and 2 + A. This shift of the centre is common to all Harper models with negative 7. We
can easily understand this from the following discussion based on ideas put forward by Das
Sharma et.al. for positive 7 models. For 0 < 7 < 1

~ = - {2\iirQni-1
sin(2*n'<Q)) . (14)

an

This vanishes as n —» 00, | en+i — en j~O(| n I"""1) t n a t is locally the ens do not change
much. If we assume that the wavefunction amplitudes 4>n ~ zn then, substituting this in
the Schrodinger equation, we obtain

z2 - Cnz + 1 = 0. (15)

where Cn = E - sn.

If C\ < 4, then z is complex and |z| = 1 as is appropriate for extended states. For large n,
although sn is locally constant, it can take both positive and negative values. The maximum
possible positive value taken up by Cn is E + A, This is obviously for positive E. If this
is < 2 (i.e. E < 2 — A) then the condition for complexity of z is satisfied for all large n.
Similarly, the minimum possible negative value taken by Cn is E —A ,which obviously occurs
for negative E, If this is > —2 (i.e. -(2 —A) < E), again the condition for complexity of z
will be satisfied for all large n. Thus the mobility edges are at ±(2 —A).



For the case 7 < 0, en —* A as n —• 00. It now does not have different signs for large n.
Thus the band centre is shifted to A, and as Cn —*• E—A, comlexity of solutions for z is the
condition (E -A)2 < 2. So that the mobility edges are at 2 +A and - 2 +A.

Fig 6. hows the transmittance at the band centre E = 0 (full curve) and at E = 0.5
(dotted curve) of a Harper model with 7 — 0.5 as a function of A. At A = 0 (Block case) T
= 1 as expected for both the energies. T(E) —• 0 as A -• 2 for both the energies. For E =
0.5, T(E) is very small beyond A = 1.5, but truely vanishes only at A = 2. This confirms
earlier predictions that there are no more extended states for A > 2, the the model behaves
in a way very similar to the random chain.

One of the statements often made is that localisation results from the randomisation
of the phase of the wavefunction as it travels through the system. To study this, in Fig
7 we have plotted the 9(<^n) versus 9t{<f>n) as n changes. This is for the Aubry model at
E = 0, with increasing A from 1 to the neighbourhood of Ae = 2. At A = 1, see have a
reasonable well transmitting state (Fig 6.). The phase map is a regular curve with a few
Fourier components. As A increases, the phase curves pick up more Fourier components
and resemble more complicated Lissajous' figures. The scatter about the base curve also
increases. The absolute amplitude remains reasonably *- 1, as is seen from the T(E) ~ 1 for
As upto 1.9 (Fig 6.). Around A = 1.95 the transmittance precipitately goes down to zero,
and the phase curves collapse to a point. In order to examine the behaviour of the phase,
we have expanded the axes ten and hundred times for A = 2.01 and hundred and thousand
times for A = 2.1 (Fig 8(a) and (b).). The map appears to be chaotic. However, numerically
we cannot distinguish between the nature for A — 1.95 which probably is a curve with a
finite, but large number of Fourier components, and those for A i 2, which appear truely
chaotic. It would be interesting to compare the nature of these wavefunctions with those
for the random chains. We propose a multifractal analysis and will report this in a future
communication.

Finally, in Figs 9(a) - (e) we show the log-log plot of the conductance vs the length for
H = 0 and 0.6 < A < 2.1. For A > 2, apart from the quasi-regular self-similar fluctuations
discussed by Kumar it Thakur (1990), the mean conductance vanishes exponentially with
length in a way similar to random chains. At and near A = 2, although the conductance
initially falls, it eventually flattens out. As A decreases, it appears that the mean conductance
remains flat, but the fluctuations begin to dominate. It becomes difficult to calculate a
mean conductance or a p function ( din G(L) / 3L ). Unlike the random case, there is
no parameter over which we can average. Introducing a phase in en = Acos(27rn'IQ + 6)
and then averaging over it fails to smoothen out the fluctuations for small A. This problem
requires further thought.
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Figure Captions

Fig 1 Transmittance vs Energy for the Harper model A = 1 7 =0.5
Fig 2 (a) Density of States (b) Transmittancce vs Energy for the Aubry model

A = 1 , 7 = 1
Fig 8 Density of States and Transmittance for the Harper's model A = 1, 7 = 0.5
Fig 4 Density of States and Transmittance for the Harper's model A = 1, 7 = 0.7
Fig 5 Density of States and Transmittance for the modified Harper's model lambda = 1, 7 = -2
Fig 6 Transmittance vs A for the Aubry model at E = 0 (full curve)

and E = 0.5 (dotted curve).
Fig 7 Phase maps for various values of A for the Aubry model for wavefunctions at E = 0
Fig 8 (a) and (b) Magnified Phase Maps for A = 2.1 and 2.01
Fig 9 The Log-Log plot of Conductance vs Length for \i •=• 0 and different values of A.
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